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Talkirg about those Spartan abs
ess than 10 percent of
women and men on

before, in which case you must

Earth were born to look

cie," he says.

deal with the underlying mus-

iike either a Victoria's Secret
model or a Spartan from the

"No matter how much they

- with perfect faee,
luscious pouts and abs that
look carved from granite.
But believe it or not, even

and maintain their perfect

fect abdomen? And why is it
such an important body part

DR MARCO
FARIA-CORREA
Unlike a normal healthv

and

scuipted?

looking muscular bodies sculpted with six-pack male abs.
"When you are overweight,
the first part of your body that
shows is your abdbmen.

It will

protrude like a balloon,"

says

Dr. Marco Faria-Correa, one of

patient, an obese person usually also suffers from other diseases and health conditions,
such as heart disease or high
blood pressure, making a full
medical checkup essential
before discussing the possibilitv of aesthetic surgery.

"Following this, the patient
needs to tw to get rid of those

Brazil's most renowned plastic
surgeon, who has practiced at
Singapore's top hospitals for
the last six years.

extra kilos by taking up a
treatment like an intragastric
balloon or stomach banding,
before proceeding with any

However, despite our efforts,
not all of us are able to achieve

Faria-Correa said.

great-looking abs'easily.
In his practice, the surgeon
usually deais with four types
of patients who are in search
of abdominal surgery.
First, there are patients who
suffer from obesity. Second,
there are those who suffer
from loose belly problems

after pregnancv. Third
those who are skinny but

are

with

some excess flabby skin and

stretch marks. Last

are

patients who have some extra
pockets of fat here and there.
Sitting in his office recently,
the surgeon shared some facts
and trends on which proce-

surgical slimming procedure,"

A proper diet and regular
exercise are highiy recommended to reduce the amount
of fat they are carrying in their
abdominai area.
Once this underlying obesity is treated, the patient would
normally be ieft with folds of
stretched and redundant skin.
At this juncture, most patients
will need to look at the possibilitv of an abdominoplasty
surgery - commonly known
as a tummy tuck to help get rid
of the stretched skin on the
abdomen.

.

Loose belly after pregnancy

dures can best help patients
thinking of abdominal surgery.

If you have a loose belly
after pregnancy, liposuction
probably is the answer. The

. Otresity

projecting most iikely is not

If a patient is

morbidlv
considerably over-

obese or
weight, he recommends he or
she consider undergoing slimming surgerv - after ensuring
the patient is fit to go under
the knife.

also be interested to know they

that run yertically down the

So, how do we define a per-

work hard to achieve great-

position."
problem lies in the position of
the two bands of the muscle

physique.

and flat. Men on the other hand,

piece of skin."

Specifically, he nbtes, the

women and gorgeous men still
have work hard to develop

Tladitionally, women wish
for tummies that are tight, trim

lem. This is because the muscle

is not in the right anatomical

the world's most beautiful

that we want it toned

they cannot remedy the prob-

of stretch marks. In this case
you would do a full tummy
tuck in order to reset this big

exercise, no matter how many
crunches or sit-ups they do,

movie 300

reason why your abdomen is

middle of the torso - known as
the rectus abdominus muscles.
Before pregnancv these muscles meet in the middle to form
a solid wall of muscle in front of
the abdomen. During pregnancy, these muscles are stretched,
leaving a gap in the middle.
After giving birth, this gap can
remain, leading to a wider, more

protruding abdomen.
"This gap can be three, four
or even six centimeters wide, "
Faria-Correa said. "It's a big
gap.... We repair

it by sewing

together the rectus abdominus
flluscles."
T?aditionally, this procedure
would be performed through a

major, Caesarean-style incislon. However, in the past
decade, many surgeons have
been employing a technique
that allows them to sew the
muscles back together with a
minimum incision. This proce-

dure is called an endoscopic
tummv tuck.

A technique he pioneered in

- the endoscopic revision
involves using a tiny camera
-mounted
on a flexible tube
1991

along with miniatr-rrized instruments to per{orm the procedure
of sewing together the rectus
abdominus muscles, This cre-

ates an "inner corset", while
excess fat is aiso removed.
Following this revision, the
surgeon wiil probably perform
a tummy tuck to eliminate

. Skinny patients with some
excess flabby skin and stretch
marks

pregnancy.

skin and stretch marks caused
by childhood growth spurts or
changes in weight.

who have been

tfikltt?

Pos.1

pregnant

More petite women may

may be more prone to stretch
marks than their larger counterparls, where pregnancy is
concerned.

And because slimmer

patients do not have the'same

overall health concerns

as

those who are obese, a surgical
solution is often closer at hand
for these individuais.

"These patients, by and
large, can go straight to real
cosmetic surgery" he says.
. Extra pockets of fat here and
there

A patient experiencing

extra pockets of fat might ben-

efit from liposuction. As long
as

the skin of the abdomen has

maintained its elastici.ty, it will
be able to accommodate the
change.

"If a patient had not had any
babies, their muscles are still
okay," he says. "But if they have
a bit of fat accumulation, then
you can proceed with liposuction. If the patient has only a

small amount of abdominal
lipodvstrophy - that is, if they
have some unwanted fat distributed in their abdomen - in
those cases just by using liposuction we can shape the body

with no open surgery."

In some patients, an
abdominoplasty operation
may still be needed. Once

again, the best way to determine whether this type of
surgery is needed is to consult

the opinions of one or more
qualified plastic surgeons.

excess skin.

only because of excess fat and
skin tissue, but also because of
the change in your abdominal
muscles that occurred during

"There are those patients

"It is possible for skinny
people to have folds in the
pubis area, and the abdomen
may be hanging a bit with a lot

It might come as a surprise,
but even a skinnv person can
also suffer from excess fiabby
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which wiil appeal euery two
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